Lippincott Williams & Wilkins Comprehensive Archive Bridge Collection 2017-2018

The perfect addition for anyone who purchased LWW Extended Archive Collections.

Download Factsheet

The collection gives perpetual access to 4 additional years (2009-2012) to the over 270 LWW journals that were included in the LWW Extended Archive Collections.

Additionally, this bridge collection includes nearly 30 new LWW journal archives (coverage 2009-2012) that have not been part of any other archive collection before (including Pain®, Dermatologic Surgery, and Circulation’s specialty titles). All journals are published by Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, one of the world's leading medical, nursing and health science publishers.

Publisher
Lippincott Williams & Wilkins (LWW)

What's Included
Academic Medicine
ACSM’s Health & Fitness Journal
Addictive Disorders & Their Treatment
Advanced Emergency Nursing Journal
Advances in Anatomic Pathology
Advances in Neonatal Care
Advances in Nursing Science
Advances in Skin & Wound Care
Adverse Drug Reaction Bulletin
AIDS
AJN: American Journal of Nursing
AJSP: Reviews & Reports
Alzheimer Disease & Associated Disorders
Alzheimer's Care Today: LWW Definitive Archive and Extended Archive
American Journal of Clinical Oncology
American Journal of Dermatopathology, The
American Journal of Forensic Medicine and Pathology, The
American Journal of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation
American Journal of Surgical Pathology, The
American Journal of Therapeutics
Anesthesia & Analgesia
Anesthesiology
Annals of Plastic Surgery
Annals of Surgery
Anti-Cancer Drugs
Applied Immunohistochemistry & Molecular Morphology
Arteriosclerosis, Thrombosis, and Vascular Biology
Journal of Trauma Nursing
Journal of WOCN (Wound, Ostomy and Continence Nursing)
Journal of Women's Health Physical Therapy
JPO: Journal of Prosthetics and Orthotics
Lippincott's Bone and Joint Newsletter
MCN, The American Journal of Maternal/Child Nursing
Medical Care
Medicine - Comprehensive Archive to 2012 - OA
Medicine & Science in Sports & Exercise
Melanoma Research
Menopause
Neurologist, The
NeuroReport
Neurosurgery Quarterly
Nuclear Medicine Communications
Nurse Educator
Nurse Practitioner, The
Nursing Administration Quarterly
Nursing Made Incredibly Easy!
Nursing Management
Nursing Research
Nursing2017
Nursing2017 Critical Care
Nutrition Today
Obstetric Anesthesia Digest
Obstetrical & Gynecological Survey
Obstetrics & Gynecology
Oncology Times
Ophthalmic Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
Optometry and Vision Science
OR Nurse Comprehensive Archive
Orthopaedic Nursing
Otology & Neurotology
Pain
Pancreas
Pediatric Critical Care Medicine (journal)
Pediatric Emergency Care
Pediatric Infectious Disease Journal, The
Pediatric Physical Therapy
Pharmacogenetics and Genomics
Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
Plastic Surgical Nursing
Point of Care: The Journal of Near-Patient Testing & Technology
Professional Case Management
Psychiatric Genetics
Psychopharm Review - Archive
Psychosomatic Medicine (journal)
Quality Management in Health Care
Real Living with Multiple Sclerosis - Definitive Archive and Extended Archive
Regional Anesthesia & Pain Medicine
Rehabilitation Nursing
Rehabilitation Oncology
Retina
Retinal Cases & Brief Reports
Reviews in Medical Microbiology
Sexually Transmitted Diseases
Shock
Simulation in Healthcare
Soil Science
Southern Medical Journal
Spine (journal)
Sports Medicine and Arthroscopy Review
Strength and Conditioning Journal
Stroke
Surgical Laparoscopy, Endoscopy & Percutaneous Techniques
Survey of Anesthesiology
Techniques in Foot & Ankle Surgery
Techniques in Hand & Upper Extremity Surgery
Techniques in Knee Surgery - Comprehensive Archive to 2012
Techniques in Ophthalmology Extended Archive
Techniques in Orthopaedics
Techniques in Shoulder & Elbow Surgery
The Journal of Bone & Joint Surgery
The Journal of Physician Assistant Education
Therapeutic Drug Monitoring
Topics in Clinical Nutrition
Topics in Geriatric Rehabilitation
Topics in Language Disorders
Topics in Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Topics in Obstetrics & Gynecology
Topics in Pain Management